
 

 

[អ#កស&' ស៖ *យ តុ.- អ#កផ1ល់បទស&' សន៍៖ 8 9ន សុង]  
[Interviewer: Tola Say. Interviewee: Bin Song]  
 
[00:00]  

 
េពលេនះ ខS T ំVនពត់ទូកអងX Yចរចួេហ̂យ។ ដូចេនះ 
ខS T ំaតbវdបេដ^មfីhក់អi1 តរបស់j។ 
Now I have already finished making body of Angkuoch. So I need to start filing 
in order to attach its lamella.  

 
េត^vaតbវdបកែនxងi? 
Where do you have to file it?  
 

Vទ? 
What?  

 
េត^vaតbវdបកែនxងi? 
Where do you need to file?  
 

ខS T ំdបកែនxងេនះសa&ប់hក់អi1 ត។  
I need to file here for putting on the lamella.  

 
[01:43]  
 

ខS T ំមិន&នaបhប់�រេទ ដូេច#ះ ខS T ំaតbវ�រនឹងែដកdប។ 
ខS T ំមិន&នរបស់េផ�ងែដល�ច�រេក^ត។ ដូេច#ះ ខS T ំaតbវ�រនឹងែដកdប។ 
ខS T ំdបសa&ប់hក់អi1 ត។  
I do not have a proper sawing tool, so I need to saw it with this metal file. I do 
not have another thing to use instead. So I need to use this metal file. I file to 
put its lamella.  

 
[02:08]  
 
ពីមុន េត^vdបរេប�បេនះ ឬ�៉ងi?  
Did you also file it like this before?  
 

vំងពីេដ^មមក ខS T ែំតងែតdបែបបេនះ 
េa�ះj�� នអ� ីសa&ប់េធ� ^េa�ពីែដកdបេទ។ ខS T ំេធ� ^អងX Yចេនះេhយៃដ�� ត់។ 
េប^អងX Yចេធ� ^vមពុម� ខS T ំមិនដឹងែដរ។ េធ� ^អងX Yចេនះេhយៃដ�� ល់ 
មិនែមនេធ� ^េhយេaគ�ង&៉សីុនេទ។ 
Even earlier, I always filed it like this because there was no another tool aside 
from the metal file. I make this Angkuoch with my hands. If Angkuoch has a 
template, I have no idea about that. This Angkuoch is made by hands, not a 
machine.  

 
[02:52]  
 
អម�ញ់មិញ vaVប់ខS T ំ�vVនបេaង�នaសីៗ េហ̂យេគគិត�jពិVក។ aតbវែដរឬេទ? 
Just now, you told me that you taught girls [to play Angkuoch] and they thought it 
was difficult. Is that right?  
 

Vទ? 



 

 

What?  
 
េពលvVនបេaង�នaសីៗ�លពីជំ¡ន់មុន េត^vពិVកបេaង�នពួកេគែដរឬេទ?  
When you taught girls in the past,  was it hard to teach them?  
 

េទ! jពិVកបន1 ិចេហ̂យក£ Tង�រេរ�ន។ ខS T ំaតbវaVប់េគ� ពួកេគaតbវេធ� ^ែបបេនះ 
ឬែបបេ¡ះ។ ពួកេគaតbវទល់េធ�ញ។ េប^�លiែដលខS T ំមិនទល់េធ�ញេទ 
jនឹងមិនលឺេទ។ េហ̂យពួកេគក៏aតbវេរ�ននិ�យនឹងaកេឡ̂ត 
§មួយនឹងគល់អi1 តផងែដរ។  
No! It was a bit difficult [for them] to learn. I had to tell them that they had to 
do this or do that. They had to hold it [the frame] with their teeth. If they did 
not, the Angkuoch could not produce a sound. And they had to vocalise using 
their uvula and their tongue.  

 
[03:36] 
 
េពលែដលេគេចះ�� ត់េហ̂យ vaតbវបេaង�នេគឱªេចះេaប^aកេឡ̂តេទ�ត។ aតbវេទ? 
Once they knew how to play, you had to teach them to use their uvula. Is that right?  
 

Vទ! aតbវបេaង�នេគឱªេចះេaប^! ឱªេចះេaប^សេមxងតូច សេមxងធំ និងអi1 ត! 
េហ̂យសa&ប់&ត់វ ¬ញ �ត់aតbវគិត��ត់aតbវនិ�យ�៉ងេម៉ច? 
ពួកេគaតbវនិ�យនឹងអi1 ត &ត់ នឹងaកេឡ̂ត។ &នងំបី! 
ពួកេគaតbវេរ�នងំអស់។  
Yes! I had to teach them to understand. I taught them to make a small sound, 
a loud sound and use their tongue! For their mouths, they had to think what 
words they should speak. They had to vocalise them with their tongue, mouth 
and uvula. Three! They had to learn all of them.  

 
ទa&ំែតេចះ េត^ពួក�ត់aតbវចំiយេពលយូរប៉ុi° ?  
To be clear, for the playing, how long did they take to learn?  
 

មិនយូរេទ! ែតបីបួនៃថ² ពួក�ត់�ចយល់Vន។ ឱªែតលឺេហ̂យ 
ពួកេគ�ចយល់Vន។ យូរៗេ³ ពួកេគេចះេaបគ̂ំនិតេhយខ́ YនឯងVន។ 
េគ�ចេចះេaប^អi1 ត េធ�ញ និងកេនx ^តរបស់ខ́ YនឯងVន។ 
jមិនយូរដូចេរ�នអ� ីេផ�ងេទ។  
Not so long! It took them few days to get them to understand. Once the 
instrument produced a sound, they could understand. After that, they could 
use their personal initiative to apply that. They could learn to use the tongue, 
teeth and uvula by themselves. It does not take a long time to learn [to play 
Angkuoch] like it does other subjects.  

 
[04:38]  
 
េត^vបេaង�នែតមនុស�ក£ Tងភូមិេទ ឬ�៉ងi? 
Did you teach people in your village only?  
 

បេaង�នែតក£ Tងភូមិេទ!  
I taught only in my village!  

 
េa�ះរបស់ែដលេគេរ�នេចះេហ̂យ ពួកេគ�ចដឹង និងនិ�យេhយខ́ YនឯងVន។ 
េគ�ចដឹង� aតbវនិ�យែបបi?េគ�ចយល់។  
Because once they know how to play, they could understand and 
communicate in their own way. They could understand how to vocalise.  



 

 

 
[05:21]  
 
[8 9ន សុង និ�យេ³�ន់aបពន̧របស់�ត់៖] 
[BS talks to his wife:] 

េហតុអ� ីក៏និ�យ¹x ងំេមxះ?  
Why do you speak so loud?  

 
[05:30]  
 
េត^vVនបេaង�នពួក�ត់ក£ Tងអំឡº ងd# ំi? 
What year did you teach them?  
 

ខS T ំបេaង�នក£ Tងd# ំ១៩៣០។ ខ�ង់d# ំេ¡ះ! មិនែមនេទ! aបែហល§ក£ Tងd# ំ១៩៦០ 
ឬ១៩៧០!  
I taught them in 1930. Around that year. No! Around 1960 or 1970!  
 
េពលែដលខS T ំ�យុ១១d# ំ។ ខS T ំVនេក^តក£ Tងd# ំ១៩៤០។  
When I was 11. I was born in 1940.  

 
េពលd# ំ១៩៤០ vេទ^បែតេក^តេទ។  
You were born in 1940.  
 

Vទ! ខS T ំេទ^បែតេក^តេទ។ េពលែដលខS T ំ�យុ១១d# ំ ខS T ំេចះេaប^  និងេចះេធ� ^អងX Yច។  
Yes! I was just born then. When I was 11, I could play and make Angkuoch.  

 
[06:28] 
 
េពលែដលv�យុaបែហល២០d# ំ vVនេ³បេaង�នេគ។ aតbវេទ? 
When you turned 20, you started to teach other people. Is that right?  
 

Vទ! េពលែដលខS T ំ�យុ២០d# ំ ខS T ំÅប់េផ1^មបេaង�ន។ េពលេ¡ះ 
ខS T ំេចះែមនែទនេហ̂យ។ ខS T ំេចះេធ� ^ និងេចះេលងេទ�តផង។  
Yes! When I turned 20, I started to teach. At that time, I was very clear. I played 
and made [Angkuoch] well.  

 
[06:48] 
 
េពលែដលចប់សÆÇÈ ម េត^vេÉបេaង�នេទ�តែដរឬេទ?  
When the war ended, did you keep teaching?  
 

េទ! j�� ន*.សa&ប់បេaង�នឧបករណ៍េនះេទ។ េប^អ#កiចង់េលង 
ខS T ំក៏បេaង�ន�# េ³។   
No! there was no school to teach this instrument. If someone wanted to learn, 
I could teach it.  

 
េពលែដលចប់សÆÇÈ មd# ំ១៩៧៩ េត^vេÉបេaង�នេទ�តែដរឬេទ?  
When the war ended in 1979, did you keep teaching?  
 

អត់េទ! អត់េទ! អស់េហ̂យ!  
No! No! No more!  

 
អត់បេaង�នេទ�តេទ?  



 

 

No longer teaching?  
 

អស់េហ̂យ!ខS T ំឈប់េហ̂យ។ jចប់aតឹមសម័យេ¡ះ។ េÉទីiក៏�� នែដរ! vំង១៩៧៩!  
No more! I stopped it. It was finished in that period. In any place! Since 1979!  

 
ែតខS T ំចង់ដងឹ� vVនបេaង�នកូនេÎេទ�តែដរឬអត់?  
But I would like to know if you kept teaching your children or grandchildren or not?  
 

អត់េទ! 
No.  

 
អត់ែដលបេaង�នឱªេគេលងេទ? 
You did not teach anymore?  
 

អត់េទ! jអស់ងំអងX Yចសa&ប់េaប^ែថមេទ�ត។ jមិន&នអ#កi&នេទ។ 
ខS T ំឈប់vំងពីេពលេ¡ះមក។ vំងពីសម័យ១៩៧០មក! jដល់សម័យសÆÇÈ ម។ 
ែខ� រaកហមមក! មិនែមនលន់ ណុលេទ!vំងែខ� រaកហមមក jែលង&នេហ̂យ។  
No! Even the Angkuoch no longer existed. No one possessed it. I stopped 
then. Since 1970!  War came. The Khmer Rouge took place! Not Lon Nol! It 
was the Khmer Rouge so it no longer existed.  

 
[08:00]  
 
ប¡� ប់ពីែខ� រaកហមចប់េហ̂យ េត^d# ំiែដលvÅប់េផ1^មេធ� ^ម1ងេទ�ត?  
After the Khmer rouge collapsed, what year did you restart to make [Angkuoch]?  
 

ខS T ំមិនែដលេធ� ^េទ។ េទ^បែតេពលេនះ!  ខS T ំមិនែដលេធ� ^េទ។ 
I did not start again. It is just now [that I’m making them]. I did not resume.  

 
ចុះv�Vនេធ� ^ម1ងក£ Tងd# ំ១៩៩០?  
But you said that you did it once again in 1990?  
 

ខS T ំេធ� ^ឱªv&# ក់េ¡ះ។ ខS T ំេធ� ^...  
I did, for an old guy. I did…  

 
d# ំ១៩៩០! ខS T ំេធ� ^ឱªvកង។ v កង រកÕទូកVន។ �ត់ឱªខS T ំេធ� ^ែតអi1 តេទ។ 
ទូកេ¡ះ§របស់បុÖណរបស់�ត់។ �ត់�ចទុកVន។  
In 1990, I made Angkuoch for Ta Korng [‘grandpa Korng’]. Ta Korng had 
preserved the body of an Angkuoch well. He asked me to make the lamella. 
That body was his old possession. He was able to keep it.  

 
[08:53]  
 
េត^�ត់េÉរស់ដល់សព�ៃថ²េនះេទ?  
Is he still alive?  
 

Vទ?  
What?  

 
vកង? 
Ta Korng?  
 



 

 

�ត់េÉរស់ដល់សព�ៃថ²។ v កង §អ#កaVប់aក ºមa*វa§វមុនឱªក់ទងមកខS T ំ។ 
ពួកេគមកស&' សខS T ំVនម1ង។ េគទុកេលខទូរស័ព�ឱªខS T ំសa&ប់ឱªខS T ំក់ទង។ 
េhយ*រខS T ំងងឹត ខS T ំេធ� ^មិនេក^ត។ ខS T ំមិនេធ� ^េទ។ េគVនេតមកខS T ំពីរឬបីដងែដរ។  
He is still alive. Ta Korng was the one who told a previous research team to 
contact me. They came to interview me once. He left his phone number for me 
to contact them. Since my eyesight was not clear, I could not make [Angkuoch 
for them]. I could not make it. He called me two or three times after that too.  

 
[09:25] 
 
េត^vកង§អ#កេតមកv?  
Did Ta Korng call you?  
 

េទ! aក ºមa*វa§វជន§តិជប៉ុន! ពីេដ^មេឡ̂យ �ត់េÉេស�មÖប 
ែតេពលេនះ�ត់បÙ Úរេ³េÉកំពង់ធំេហ̂យ។  
No! A Japanese research team! Before, that guy [An Reaksmey] lived in Siem 
Reap province but he has now moved to Kampong Thom province.  

 
េត^vមិនaពមជួបេគ ឬ�៉ងេម៉ច? 
Didn’t you agree to meet them?  
 

េគមកជួប និងស&' សខS T ំេÉេÖងេពញមួយៃថ²។  
They came to meet me and interviewed me all day long.  

 
[aបពន̧របស់ 8 9ន សុង៖] 
[Wife of BS:] 

�ត់� �ត់ឈប់េធ� ^េហ̂យ។  
He said he had already stopped [making Angkuoch].  

 
[8 9ន សុង៖] 
[BS:] 

ខS T ំមិនេធ� ^េទ េhយ*រខS T ំងងឹតេហ̂យ។ ខS T ំេធ� ^មិនេក^តេទ�តេទ។ េពលែដល�ត់េ³វ ¬ញ 
�ត់េតមកខS T ំពីរដងេទ�ត។ ខS T ំ� ខS T ំមិនេធ� ^េទ។  
I did not make the instrument [for them] because I could not see well. I could 
not make it anymore. When he went home, he called me again twice. I told 
him that I could not make it.  

 
[10:00]  
 

េហ̂យមិនដឹង§�៉ងេម៉ច? េពលែដលេសងក់ទងខS T ំ ខS T ំនឹកេឃ̂ញ�  
ខS T ំគួរែតេធ� ^េះេក^ត ឬមិនេក^ត។ �៉ងiកុំឱªjVត់!  
I don’t know why - when Mr Seng [Song Seng, member of the research team 
for this project] contacted me, I started to think that I should make [an 
Angkuoch] whether it were playable or not. To make sure it [the knowledge] is 
not lost!  

 
&ននិស�័យ§មួយបងេសងេទដងឹ? 
Maybe it was your fate with Mr. Seng?  
 

&ននិស�័យVន§អÝÞ ឹង! [េស̂ច...!]  
I had fate with him! [Laughs…!]  

 



 

 

�ត់� �ត់េÉវត1បូរណ៍។ vមពិត �ត់េÉជិតេនះេ*ះ។ មិនដឹង&ននិស�័យអី 
Vន§ខS T ំនឹកេឃ̂ញ�ចង់េធ� ^។  
He [Seng] told me that he is based in Wat Bo monastery [in Siem Reap town]. 
In fact, he lives so close to here. I am not sure what that fate is that made me 
think I should do it.  

 
[10:41]  
 
អÝÞ ឹងvំងពីd# ំ១៩៩០េ¡ះមក vមិនែដលេធ� ^អងX Yចម1ងេទ�តេទ?  
Since 1990, you have not made an Angkuoch?  
 

Vទ! ខS T ំមិនែដលេធ� ^េទ�តេទ។  
That’s right! I did not make one again.  

 
ចុះv� v&នស# ប់េភx ^ង? 
But you said that you had a fire pump?  
 

&នអី! ខS T ំមិនេធ� ^េទ�តេទ។ េពលែដលខS T ំមកទីេនះ ខS T ំដំែដក ដំ�ំបិត និងដំ�È ក់។ 
ែតខS T ំមិនេធ� ^អងX Yចេទ េhយ*រ�� នអ#កiេaប^។ េគឈប់េaប^អស់េហ̂យ។ ពីមុន 
ខS T ំដំងំអស់។ ខS T ំេធ� ^។  
No more! I stopped making it [Angkuoch]. When I came [to live] here, I 
pounded metal, made knives and made long knives. But I stopped making 
Angkuoch. The reason was no one uses them. They all stopped. Before, I 
pounded and I made them.  

 
vdបដល់េពលi? េត^vdបដល់េពលiេទ^បេaប^�រVន? 
How long do you file the metal for? When is it ready?  
 

េម៉ច?  
What?  

 
េត^vdបដល់េពលi?  
How long do you continue filing it? 
 

Vនេហ̂យ!  
It’s done now!  

 
Vនេហ̂យ?  
Done now?  
 

ប៉ុេណ° ះVនេហ̂យ! Åំែសß ក ÅំខS T ំេធ� ^អi1 ត! ខS T ំេធ� ^ែតប៉ុេណ° ះេទ។  
It is done now. Tomorrow I will make the lamella. I will only do this much 
today.  

 
េហតុអ� ីVន§&នតូច &នធំ? 
Why are some [Angkuoch] small? And some big? 
 

េaសចចិត1ែដលចង់េធ� ^! j�� នពុម�េទ។ ខS T ំចង់េធ� ^តូចក៏Vន ធំក៏Vន។  
It depends on what you want. There is no template. I can either make them 
small or big.  

 
[11:41]  
 



 

 

ចុះសេមxងjដូច�# ែដរឬេទ? 
Do they produce the same sound quality?  
 

សេមxងលឺដូច�# ! ែតលឺតិច និងលឺ¹x ងំ! េពលែដលេធ� ^aតឹមaតbវ 
អងX Yចតូច�ចលឺ§ងអងX Yចធំ។ jមិនកំណត់េទ។  
It sounds the same [quality]. Some sound small and some sound loud! If it is 
properly made, a small Angkuoch could sound louder than a big one. It is not 
dependant [on size].  

 
េធ��៉̂ងiaតbវ? េហ̂យេធ� ^�៉ងេម៉ចខុស?  
How do you recognise when it is correctly made? Or incorrectly made?  
 

Vទ?  
What?  

 
េធ� ^�៉ងaតbវ?េហ̂យេធ� ^�៉ងេម៉ចខុស?  
How do you recognise when it is correctly made? Or incorrectly made?  
 

jមិន&នaតbវ ឬខុសេទ។ 
Some are well made and some are not.  

 
ចុះv�&នខុស &នaតbវ?  
But you said that some are well made and some are not?  
 

េប^េធ� ^Vនលß  jលឺលß ¹x ងំ§ង។ ល់ែតកែនxងេនះកិបជិតែដរ!
aបសិនេប^jេÉaបេâង jក៏មិនលឺែដរ។  
If it is well made, it sounds loud. Only if this spot is closed tightly. If it doesn’t 
close well, it won’t produce a good sound either.  

 
កិប�៉ងេម៉ច? 
What’s closed?  
 

aបេâងaតង់េនះ! ល់ែតjកិបលß  េទ^បលឺ¹x ងំ!  
The gap here! If it is closed, it can produce a good sound.  

 
ល់ែតកិប? 
Only if it is closed?  
 

Vទ! ល់ែតjេគ�ក�# ¹x ងំ! �លពីេពលែភ#កខS T ំភx ឺ ល់ែតÅក់សក់េ³ែលងរចួ 
េទ^បខS T ំេaប^�រVន។ Öល់ៃថ²េនះ ខS T ំេធ� ^ែបបេ¡ះមិនVនេទ េa�ះខS T ំងងឹត។  
Yes! only if it is almost closed. When I could see well, I would make it so that a 
hair could not be put into that gap. Nowadays I cannot do that because I 
cannot see clearly.  

 
[12:35]   
 
សូមvជួយេរ�បÖប់េã� ះឧបករណ៍ែដលយកមកេធ� ^អងX Yចេនះ!  
Please kindly describe all the tools you use to make this Angkuoch!  
 

i? 
Which one?  

 
េនះ!  



 

 

This one.  
 

េនះ? េនះ§អងX Yច។  
This? This is Angkuoch.  
 

ចុះរបស់ែដល&នដងេ¡ះ? 
How about the thing that has a handle?  
 

េនះ?េនះ§ែដកdប។  
This? This is a metal file.  

 
សូមvជួយេរ�បÖប់ងំអស់មក!  
Please kindly tell me all!  
 

េនះ§ែដកdប។ េនះ§ដÇå ប់សa&ប់Åប់។ េនះ§រiែដក។ ខS T ំេaប^jសa&ប់�រ។  
This is a metal file. These are pliers. This is a metal hacksaw. I use it to saw.  

 
[13:06] 
 
�រអ� ី? 
Saw what?  
 

�រែដកេដ^មfីេធ� ^ទូកអងX Yច! េនះ§�ំបិតសa&ប់jយjមិនឱªកិប�# ។ សa&ប់�ស់! 
េនះ§ញញæ រសa&ប់ដំ។ ខS T ំដំេពលែដលេធ� ^ទូកអងX Yច។ ឧបករណ៍!  
Saw the metal for making the body of the Angkuoch! This is a knife for 
pounding the body of the Angkuoch. This is a big hammer. For digging up!  I 
use it when I pound the body of Angkuoch. A tool!  

 
[13:28]  
ចុះរបស់ែដល&នដងេaច^នេនះ? &នតូច &នធំ?  
How about that that hand-held thing? Some small and some big?  
 

េនះ? 
This?  

 
Åស! 
Yes!  
 

របស់េនះក៏ដូច�# ែដរ! j§ែដកdប។ េនះក៏§ែដកdប។ េនះក៏§ែដកdប។ 
េនះក៏§ែដកdបដូច�# ។  
This instrument is also the same [as that one]. It is a metal file. This is also a 
metal file. Also a metal file. It is the same.  

 
េហតុអ� ីVន§&នតូច និងធំ? 
Why some are small and some are big?  
 

j&នតូច និងធំ។ jមិនប៉ុន�# ។  
There are small and big ones. Their size is not the same.  

 
vេaប^ែដកdបតូចសa&ប់េធ� ^អ� ី? និងែដកdបធំសa&ប់េធ� ^អ� ី?  
When do you use the small metal file? And when do you use the big metal file?  
 



 

 

ែដកdបធំេaប^សa&ប់dបរបស់ធំ និងរបស់តូចេaប^សa&ប់dបរបស់តូចដូចេនះ។ 
ែដកdបធំេaប^សa&ប់dបអ� ីក៏Vន ែតេប^យកមកdបaតង់កែនxងេនះ 
ខS T ំdបមិនVនេទ។ អÝÞ ឹងេហ̂យVន§j&នតូច និងធំ។ 
ខS T ំទិញសa&ប់តaមbវងំអស់។ ឱªjaគប់a�ន់!  
The big metal file is used to file a big metal piece and small metal file is used 
for a small metal piece. The big file can be used to file anything. But if you take 
the file here, it is not so usable. So there are small ones and big ones. I 
brought them all in preparation. So that there are enough!  

 
[14:10]  
 
េត^vេធ� ^ឧបករណ៍េនះេhយខ́ Yនឯង? ឬមួយvទិញមកពីេគ? 
Did you make this tool by yourself? Or did you buy it from someone else?  
 

ខS T ំទិញេគ។ ខS T ំទិញេគងំអស់។  ខS T ំមិនVនេធ� ^េhយខ́ Yនឯងេទ។ មួយេនះខS T ំទិញេគ! 
មួយេនះក៏ខS T ំទិញេគ! ខS T ំទិញេគងំអស់។  
I bought it from others. I bought them all. I could not make these tools by 
myself. This one, I also bought. This one, I also bought. I bought them all.  

 
&នរបស់iែដលvេធ� ^េhយខ́ Yនឯងេទ? 
Is there anything that you made by yourself?  
 

Vទ?  
What?  

 
&នរបស់iែដលvេធ� ^េhយខ́ Yនឯងេទ? 
Is there anything that you made by yourself?  
 

អត់&នេធ� ^េhយខ́ Yនឯងេទ!  
Nothing is made by myself.  

 
ចុះ�ំបិត? 
How about that knife?  
 

ខS T ំេធ� ^មិនេក^តងំអស់។ េស̂ច...! �ំបិតេនះក៏ខS T ំទិញេគែដរ។  
I could not make it. [Laughs…!] I also bought this knife.  

 
�លពីេដ^ម ខS T ំ&នស# ប់ ខS T ំ�ចេធ� ^េhយខ́ YនឯងVន។ �ចេធ� ^េhយខ́ Yនឯង!  
Before, I had a fire pump. I could make it by myself. That I could make by 
myself!  
 
ែតរបស់ងំេនះ ខS T ំទិញពីេគងំអស់។ េប^ែបបេនះ  ខS T ំ�ចេធ� ^េhយខ́ YនឯងVន។  
However, I bought all these things from others. If it were like this, I could make 
it by myself.  

 
[14:50]  
 
ចុះvaVប់ខS T ំ� ពីមុនអ#កខxះដុត និងអ#កខxះ�រេç។ សូមvពនªល់!  
But you told me that some heated and some saw the raw metal. Could you explain to 
me more?  
 



 

 

េគដុត និងដំ។ េប^ដុតដំ ខS T ំaតbវ&នស# ប់េភx ^ង។ េប^មិន&នេទ... �លពីេដ^មេឡ̂យ 
េពលែដលខS T ំមិនន់&នស# ប់ ខS T ំដុតេភx ^ង និងផ́Tំvéងលê Tង។ េពលែដលផ́Tំរចួេហ̂យ 
ខS T ំដំ។  
They heated and pounded. I have to have a fire pump. If I do not have one… 
when I no longer had a fire pump, I burned and blew through a papaya stem. 
After blowing, I pounded.  

 
ផ́Tំ�៉ងេម៉ច?  
How?  
 

ខS T ំaតbវផ́Tំjឱªaកហម និងឱªjេឆះ។ ខS T ំhក់អងX Yចេនះដុតេ³ រចួេហ̂យខS T ំផ́Tំ។ 
េពលែដលអងX Yចែaបaកហម ខS T ំដំj។  
I had to blow it until it heated. I had to heat it and blow [through the papaya 
stem]. When it got red [became hot], I pounded it while it was hot.  

 
&នន័យ� vhកង់េង^តេភx ^ងជិត េហ̂យvផ́Tំvមéងលê Tង?  
So you got the burning coal [from the fire] and you blew through the stem of the 
papaya?  
 

េទ! ខS T ំផ́Tំvមéងលê Tងែវង។  
I blew through the stem of a papaya.  

 
[15:29]  
 
ែតhក់hក់ងេង^កេភx ^ងជិតអងX Yចែមនេទ? 
But did you put burning coal close to the Angkuoch?  
 

ខS T ំដុតអងX Yចេនះ។ េហ̂យខS T ំយកដÇå ប់េ³Åប់។ េប^Åប់នឹងៃដ�៉ងេម៉ចVន? 
I heated that Angkuoch. Then I used a pliers to get it back. How could I get it 
with my hands?  

 
ខS T ំ&នដÇå ប់ែវងaបែវងេនះ ែតេពលេនះខS T ំមិនដឹង�Vត់េ³iេទ? 
ដÇå ប់សa&ប់Åប់ែដកដុត! aបសិនេប^ខS T ំដុត ខS T ំaតbវ&នដÇå ប់។ 
េប^ដុតអត់&នដÇå ប់ ខS T ំÅប់�៉ងេម៉ចេក^ត?េប^jaបែវងេនះ 
េត^ខS T ំÅប់�៉ងេម៉ចេក^ត? 
I had pliers that were this long, but I am not sure where they’ve got to. Pliers 
to hold the hot metal! If I heat it, I have to have pliers. If I didn’t have pliers, 
how could I hold it? If it were just this long, how could I use it?  

 
[15:56]  
 
រjង�រដុត  និង�រេç មួយiលß §ង?  
Between heating and sawing the raw metal, which one is better?  
 

រjង�រដុត  និង�រេç �រដុតេaប^េពលេលìន§ង! េប^និ�យេរìងលß  ឬមិនលß  
jដូចែត�# េទ។ a�ន់ែតjេលìន§ង។ េហ̂យ�រពត់េ¡ះក៏aសæល§ងែដរ! 
េប^និ�យេរìងលß  ឬមិនលß  jដូចែត�# េទ! �aស័យេល̂�រdប! �aស័យេល̂អ#កេធ� ^!  
Between heating and sawing raw metal, the heating is faster. If you want to 
know whether it is good or not: it is the same. It is just faster. The bending 
process is also easier. If you want to know whether it is good or not, it is the 
same. It depends on the filing process. Depends on the maker as well!  

 
[16:24]  



 

 

 
�រេធ� ^េនះ&ន�រលំVកេaច^នiស់។ មួយខS T ំេធ� ^vមរេប�បែដល�� នេភx ^ង! 
េពលែដលអត់េភx ^ង jមិនេ�1  េហ̂យខS T ំក៏មិន&នពងៃដ ពងេជ^ងែដរ។ 
េធ� ^vមលំ�ន ែតេរ�ងេនìយបន1 ិច! េនìយក£ Tង�រjយ!  
There are a lot of challenges in the making process. This is a technique without 
heating the metal. When there is no fire, it is not hot, so my hands and legs 
will not be singed either. I do it like this but it is a bit tiring. Tiring to make it!  

 
[16:47]  
 
ពងៃដែដរ? 
Your hands get singed?  
 

េពលែដលេ�1  ខS T ំ�ច&នពងៃដ។ េពលខxះ ខS T ំក៏រ.កៃដែដរ។ 
េនះេប^ខS T ំេធ� ^េhយ�� នដÇå ប់ែវង។ ែតេប^&នដÇå ប់ jមិនអីេទ។ ៃថ²េនះ 
ខS T ំចប់ែតប៉ុេណ° ះេហ̂យ។ Åំែសß ក ខS T ំនឹងhក់អi1 ត។  
When it is hot, my hands are more likely to get singed. Sometimes my hands 
would get singed. This is if I made it without long pliers. If the pliers are long, it 
would be okay. I am done for today. Tomorrow I will attach the lamella.  

  
[17:10]  
 
ទa&ំែតVនអងX Yចមួយ vaតbវេធ� ^�រលំVកiស់។ េត^េហតុអ� ីVន§vេធ� ^េពលេ¡ះ? 
To make one Angkuoch, you have to go through a lot of challenges. What pushed 
you to do it back then?  
 

jពិVកiស់! jមិនaសæលេទ។ េប^អ#កមិនដឹង េគេធ� ^មិនេក^ត។ េហ̂យខS T ំែដលដឹង 
ខS T ំ�ចេធ� ^jVន។  
It is very difficult. It is not easy. If you don’t know how to do it, you would not 
think people can make it. As for me who knows the process, I can do it.  

 
[17:26]  
 
íគេaច^ន េត^នរiែដលពឹងឱªvេធ� ^?  
Most of the time, who asked you to do it?  
 

Vទ?  
What?  

 
íគេaច^ន េត^នរiែដលពឹងឱªvេធ� ^?  
Most of the time, who asked you to do it?  

 
កaម&នអ#កមក! &នែតពីរ¡ក់!&នែតជន§តិេទែដលមកa*វa§វ! េប^ែខ� រ 
មិន&ននរia*វa§វេទ! ខS T ំមិនែដលេឃ̂ញេគមកa*វa§វពីរបស់បុÖណ។ 
ខS T ំមិនែដលសូវលឺ។ មិនែដលសូវលឺ! &នែតជន§តិេទែដលa*វa§វឧបករណ៍ែខ� រ 
េហ̂យេត^ែខ� រéx ប់&នអ� ីខx ះ? េគេចះែតa*វa§វរក។  
Not many. Only two people! Only foreigners who come to do research! As for 
Cambodians, no one does it. I have never seen any Cambodian come to 
research about Khmer classical instruments. I have never heard of that. Never 
heard! Only foreigners do research on Khmer instruments and figure out what 
Cambodians used to have. They keep researching.  

 
[18:08]  



 

 

 
និ�យពីអងX Yច េត^j&នíពខុសែបxក�# េទរjងសម័យមុន និងឥឡb វ? 
To mention about Angkuoch, is there any different between Angkuoch in the past 
and now?  
 
ពីមុនេគេលងេaច^ន?ឥឡb វេគមិនសូវេលង?  
And before, people played a lot, and now they don’t?  
 

j&នíពខុស�# ។ សម័យមុន &នេគេលងេaច^នiស់។ សម័យេនះ 
�� នអ#កiេលងេទ។ អត់េ*ះ!  
It is different [now]. Before there were a lot of people who played it. In this 
generation, no one plays it. Completely!  

 
&នែតភូមិaពះhក់មួយេទែដល&នអងX Yចឬស�ី! មិនែមនaពះhក់េទ! aសះaសង់! 
vំងែតេដ^មមក ភូមិេ¡ះេលងែតអងX Yចឬស�ី។  
Only people in Preah Dak have Angkuoch Russey! Not Preah Dak - Sras Srang! 
For a while, people in that village have played Angkuoch Russey. 

 
[18:41] 
 
�លពីេដ^ម រjងអងX Yចែដក និងអងX Yចឬស�ី េត^េគចូលចិត1េលងមួយi§ងេគ?  
Between Angkuoch Daek and Angkuoch Russey, which one did people like to play 
most?  
 

&នែត¹ងaសះaសង់េទែដលេចះ! េពលែដលខS T ំេឃ̂ញរបស់េគ ខS T ំពិនិតª 
និងេរ�នេធ� ^េhយខ́ Yនឯង។ ែស# ងក៏ខS T ំេចះេធ� ^! ែស# ងសa&ប់ផ́Tំ! ខS T ំក៏េចះេធ� ^ែដរ។  
Only people in Sras Srang know [about Angkuoch Russey]!  When I saw their 
instrument, I checked and started to make it by myself. I could make even 
Snaeng [instrument made from buffalo horn]! Snaeng to play! I could make it.  

 
េចះេធ� ^? 
Do you make it?  
 

ខS T ំេចះេធ� ^ែដរ។ 
I know how to make it.  

 
េចះេលងឬអត់?  
Do you play it as well?  

 
េពលែដលែខaចbត យប់េឡ̂ង&នេគÅំច&å រ...អ#កក់ដំរ ï! អ#កក់ដំរ ïផ́Tំែស# ងេ¡ះ។  
During the harvesting season, there were people who guarded their farm at 
night. Elephant hunters! Elephant hunters used it [snaeng] to trap elephants.  
 
ែស# ង�ចលឺaបែហលបី េ³បួនគីឡb !  
The sound of the horn could be heard for three or four kilometers!  

 
ែស# ងអ� ី?  
What horn?  
 

ែស# ងaកបី!  
Snaeng [instrument made from buffalo’s horn]!  

 
ែតvេចះផ́Tំែដរឬេទ? 



 

 

Do you play it?  
 

េចះ 
Yes, I do.  

 
vេចះផ́Tំែដរ? 
You play?  
 

ខS T ំេចះផ́Tំែដរ។ េលងឧបករណ៍េ¡ះ ខS T ំaតbវបឺត និងផ́Tំ។ េគេðj� «ែស# ង»។  
I play. To play that instrument, I have to inhale and blow wind into it. It is 
called ‘snaeng’.  

 
[19:44]  
 
េត^vេចះេលងអ� ីខx ះ? សូមvaVប់ឱªអស់មក!  
How many instruments can you play? Please describe all!  
 

ខS T ំេចះផ́Tំែស# ង  ខ́Tយ aទ Åបុី! ខS T ំេចះែតេលងឱªjលឺ។ ខS T ំមិនេចះបទែបបអីេទ។ 
ខS T ំេរ�នែដរ ែតេaប^�រមិនVន។ aទក៏ខS T ំេរ�នែដរ  ែតខS T ំមិនេចះ! ខ́Tយក៏ខS T ំេរ�នែដរ 
ែតខS T ំមិនេចះ! 
ខS T ំេរ�នងំអស់។ េប^និ�យពី�រេធ� ^ ខS T ំេចះងំអស់។ ខ́Tយក៏េចះ!  
I play snaeng, khloy [flute], tro [Khmer fiddle] and Chapey [lute]. I can make 
them produce a sound. I do not know the rhythms [pieces]. I learned those as 
well but it did not work out well. I learned tro but I could not play it. I learned 
khloy, but I could not play. I learned them all. As for the making, I can make 
them all. Even khloy!  

 
េត^vេចះេធ� ^Åបុីេទ?  
Can you make Chapei?  
 

ខS T ំមិនេចះេធ� ^ែតÅបុីេទ។ ខS T ំនឹកេឃ̂ញ� ខS T ំមិនចង់េធ� ^អ� ីែដលខS T ំមិនេចះ។  
I cannot. I thought I should not make what I cannot play.  

 
[20:22]  
 
េត^vេរ�នមកi? 
How did you learn?  
 

េពលែដលខS T ំេឃ̂ញេគ ខS T ំ�ចÅប់Vន េហ̂យខS T ំេរ�ន។  
When I watched people make it, I could catch up and learn by myself.  
 
េពលែដលខS T ំេឃ̂ញេគ ខS T ំេរ�នេធ� ^េhយខ́ Yនឯង។ ខS T ំេរ�នេធ� ^េhយខ́ Yនឯង។ 
When I watched people make it, I learned to make it by myself. I learned to 
make it by myself.  
 
ខS T ំេចះេaច^ន។ �លពីេដ^ម ខS T ំេធ� ^vំងពីផ�ះេឡ̂ងេ³។ ខS T ំ§§ងផ�ះ។ ខS T ំេធ� ^េaច^នiស់។  
I know a lot. Before, I also built houses. I was a carpenter. I did so many things.  
 
ែដលេក^តមកេនះ ខS T ំេចះេធ� ^ងំអស់! ខS T ំេចះេធ� ^តិចៗ។  
I could do a lot of things in this life. I could do them a little.  

 
[21:00]  
 



 

 

េហ̂យេប^និ�យពីសម័យែខ� រaកហម ខS T ំមិនែដលេធ� ^កូនេÎេគេទ។ 
ខS T ំេធ� ^ែតេមេគរហូត។  
Talking about the Khmer Rouge period, I was not underneath anyone. I was a 
leader.  

 
�េម៉ច?  
What?  
 

ខS T ំេធ� ^ែតេមេគរហូត។ ខS T ំមិនែដលេធ� ^កូនេÎេគេទ។ ខS T ំេធ� ^aបéនេគ។  
I have always been a leader. I was not under the others. I was a leader.  

 
សម័យែខ� រaកហម? 
In the Khmer Rouge period?  
 

vំងពីសម័យែខ� រaកហមរហូតដល់េពលេនះ! ែតខS T ំមិនែដលVន�ត់�វុធេទ។ 
ខS T ំa�ន់ែតេធ� ^េមេÉក£ Tងភូមិ។  
Since the Khmer Rouge period until now! I have never held a weapon. I was a 
leader in the village.  

 
េធ� ^េម៉ច?  
How?  
 

េធ� ^§េមបóô រេគ!េaប^េគ! បóô រេគ!េaប^េគ!  
A leader who ordered people! Ordered them to work! Ask people to work! 

 
 
េaប^េគឱªjយ�# ែដរឬេទ? 
Ordered them to fight as well?  
 

េទ!េaប^ឱªេធ� ^�រÇរេនះ �រÇរេ¡ះ!  
No! Ordered them to work on this thing or that thing!  

 
េត^v�ចេទេពលេ¡ះ?  
Were you nasty at that time?  
 

អត់�ចេទ! មិនែដលេធ� ^Vបបងបõ Úនiេទ! មិនែដលេធ� ^Vបអ#កiេទ! 
មិនែដលសំឡº តអ#កiេទ!  
Not nasty! I did not do anything bad to anyone. Never did anything bad! 
Never threatened anyone.  
 
េពលែដលសម័យចប់សÆÇÈ មេ³ េគជេមx�សខS T ំមកទីេនះ។ ក£ Tងd# ំ១៩៩៧ 
ខS T ំÅប់េផ1^មក*ងវត1។  
When the war ended, they evacuated me here. In 1997, I started to build the 
pagoda.  

 
េហតុអ� ីVន§េគជេមx�ស?  
Why did they evacuate you?  
 

Vទ?  
What?  

 
េគជេមx�សvមកទីេនះេដ^មfីអ� ី? 
Why were you evacuated here?  



 

 

 
�េម៉ច? 
What?  

 
េគជេមx�សvមកទីេនះេដ^មfីអ� ី? 
Why were you evacuated here?  
 

េគជេមx�សvមកទីេនះ េa�ះផ́ Úវេ¡ះ&នែខ� រaកហម។ េគឆxង�ត់។ 
j§ផ́ Úវេ³aស ºក។ j§ផ́ Úវេ³aស ºកអងÈរធំ។ េហតុេនះេហ̂យ 
Vន§េគជេមx�សខS T ំឱªមកេÉទីេនះ។  
They evacuated me here because there were Khmer Rouge soldiers on the 
road where I was living. They came across that way. It was the way for going 
back home. It was the road to Angkor Thom. That is why I was evacuated here.  

 
[22:31]  
 
កែនxងេ¡ះ&នេរìងអី? 
What happened there?  
 

ជេaម�សពីaពះេ�Åស់មកទីេនះ!  
I was evacuated from Preah Kor Chas to here!  

 
កែនxងេ¡ះ&នេរìងអី? េហតុអ� ីេគមិនឱªvេÉ? 
What happened? Why were you not allowed to stay there?  
 

កែនxងេ¡ះ ែខ� រaកហមរស់េÉ។ ែខ� រaកហម�ន់�ប់។ ¹x ច! អÝÞ ឹងេហ̂យ 
ពួកេយ̂ងមកេÉទីេនះ។  
The Khmer Rouge soliders were based there. They occupied that place. Scary! 
That is why I was moved here.  

 
d# ំ១៩៨០េហ̂យេÉ&នេទ�ត?  
Did they still occupy there in 1980?  
 

d# ំ១៩៨៩! ខS T ំមកេÉទីេនះ។ េពលd# ំ១៩៩៧ ខS T ំក*ងវត1 
េហ̂យខS T ំឈប់េធ� ^អ� ីaគប់�៉ង។ ខS T ំេ³េÉក*ងវត1។ េពលេនះ េយ̂ង&នវត1មួយ។ 
េពលែដលបÝ÷ T ះសី&រចួ ខS T ំទទួលVនេមhយែដលបំ�ក់េhយ សេម1ច ហុ៊ន ែសន។ 
ខS T ំVនទទួលបណ° សេស̂រ។vំងពីេពលេ¡ះមក ខS T ំ§គណៈកម��រវត1។ 
ខS T េំដ^រេធ� ^បុណªឱªបងបõ Úនaគប់កែនxង។ ែលងរកសីុអ� ីងំអស់!  
In 1989! I moved here then. In 1997, I built the pagoda and I stopped doing 
any job. I built the pagoda. Now we have one pagoda. When it was 
inaugurated, I got a medal from Prime Minister Hun Sen. I got a certificate of 
appreciation. At that point, I joined a committee for the pagoda. And I went to 
build good merit for all other people. I stopped doing any jobs!  

 
ឈប់រករបរអងX Yចេហ̂យ?  
You stopped making Angkuoch?  
 

ឈប់រករបរអងX Yច!អ� ីក៏ខS T ំឈប់ែដរ! ែតខS T ំេធ� ^េនះ ទុកឱªេម^ល! Vនដឹង និងVនលឺ!   
Stopped making Angkuoch! I stopped everything! But I do this [make 
Angkuoch] for you all to see, understand and listen.  

 
[24:00 – END] 
 


